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The Old Lady in Kelaso town gives you the clues in finding these five monsters. Killing them takes some time
and levelling up since even the weakest one will likely kill your party in less than 40 turns. This dragon
absorbs physical damage, meaning only magic hurts it. Its primary attacks are wind based and delivers heavy
damage by itself. This dragon is the only dragon you want to risk stealing items from. Use the "Steal" not the
"Loot" skill, or you heal it. The item stolen should be one of the rare accessories you want for a complete set.
The only other boss you want to steal from would be Ultimate Szabo in the Primitive Cube. This dragon uses
spark and paralyzes your party. This means the Ballet Shoes and preventing paralysis is your main defence.
This dragon is primarily water damage, but it has physical attacks. Fire would hurt it, but it will cast Reflecta
on itself soon after someone does. Save at the savepoint and ramp your guys up with mass kill effects first.
Mow Down all the Kelolon party leaders in the area past that blue barrier and try not to get hurt. When you are
down to the last one or two parties, shift your skills to boss killing mode. This dragon does not attack until it is
honestly pissed off -- this gives you about 8 turns to rip it apart; with double cast, Quick, and Attack Up, your
fighters can use Windus sword or simply physical attacks to do the 15,OOO HP damage needed to take it out
before it even fights. Spark Dragon - "Among plentiful crystals in caves" In the Gul Mountain Cave, where the
red barrier was and the two item chests. Place the Stomach Bands prevents sleep on your spell casters or
fighters; the weakness is somewhat wind since the dragon is flying. Like the Amethyst Dragon, there is no
single element this dragon is weak against, so do your best to charge hit the sucker and get in your licks. Take
your poison and take it down.
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Email This is part 4 of my review of the Pathfinder Playtest from Paizo. You can see part 1 here , part 2 here ,
and part 3 here. This is, to some extent, true. However, I feel that this was a grand opportunity to let the GM
know that they are not the driver in the storytelling effort, but a participant with the players in the storytelling.
The advice given is solid, but the tone here sets the stage for making new GMs think they are in charge. Any
veteran GM will certainly tell you that this is not the case once the players start rolling with their own ideas.
Starting a Session The segment that covers how to start a session is fantastic! I hope to see this expanded a bit
in the final book, but this is a wonderful set of advice. I even learned a few new tips and tricks in this area.
Sharing Responsibilities This section is given in a brief sidebar. I have a problem with this because quite a few
readers of RPGs will skim those areas thinking they are not important. This is a perception thing because if it
were important, it would be in the main text, right? I think the six bullet points I mentioned above could be
combined with this sidebar to create a new approach to collaborative gaming that excels at great fun and
excellent storytelling. Merging these two concepts, I think, would lead to a more powerful statement. Modes
of Play Just as a refresher, modes are split up into encounter, exploration, and downtime. The encounter
section is too brief. This is the most technical part of the game, and this can lead to it being the hardest to
adjudicate properly because of the number of rules, feats, spells, skills, powers, items, monsters, and
characters involved. Many books and articles! However, I think a deeper dive into encounters would be best.
The exploration and downtime modes are covered very well. These two sections are lengthy and solidly give
the GM the right information to execute what is a new concept for Pathfinder. The guidance and tips found
within these two sections will make running them go very smoothly for an experienced or fresh GM. The
encounter section was written for experienced GMs. The exploration and downtime sections were written in a
manner that targets new GMs. I feel that Paizo needs to take a fresh look at the encounter section and rewrite it
and expand it as if they were attempting to teach a brand new GM as in, brand new to RPGs, not just
Pathfinder how to run an encounter. If they revisit and expand the encounter section with this in mind, I feel it
would be a much stronger contribution to the GM section of the book. These three pages are well thought out,
clear, and give some great examples on how to come up with target numbers on the fly or apply adjustments
where necessary. On the flip side, the XP awards for minor, moderate, and major accomplishments are laid out
as 10, 30, and 80, respectively. If the group accomplishes a moderate goal, then all the PCs involved gain 30
XP. This puts a sour taste in my mouth. Of course, this could just be me and my experiences with GMs
wanting to have too much control. Your mileage may vary in this area. Environment There are several pages
dedicated to terrain, climate, and hazards. I like what I see as a set of building blocks toward more content.
The hazards section is very well done. A hazard is the generic term for traps, pits, dangers, and magical effects
that can harm or impede the PCs. The playtest book came with a sample of three hazards. After this comes all
sorts of tables outlining almost proscribing what treasure different level parties should must? The fact that the
treasure allotment is so heavily proscribed makes me extraordinarily sad. No more random treasure. You read
that right. There are no more dice rolls involved in generating treasure with Pathfinder. This breaks my heart,
to be honest. As a GM, I always loved rolling up treasure because it would spark new ideas, thoughts, plot
arcs, and cool stuff in my brain. However, randomly creating magic items for folks to find is gone. Looking at
the new approach at handing out treasure is fair and balanced. It will assist new GMs from overloading their
group with disruptive items while keeping the party well-equipped for future challenges. This is super helpful
for new GMs, and I can appreciate this approach at handing out goods. Now, the party will just gain some
gold from the hoard and move on. While flipping through the treasure section, I hit the sections for snares
crafting, detecting, triggering, etc. Did the wrong pages get dropped into the layout in the wrong place? After
snares, comes the alchemical items. This is a cool section. I highly encourage everyone to check this part out.
There are oodles of examples, tons of ideas, and great information about how they play in the game. Loud
applause for you here, Paizo. Runes come next, and this is the part of enhancing weapons and armor with
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special powers. I love how weapons and armor must now be etched with cool-looking runes to become super
special. I do want to say that I really want to play an archer preferably with the elven ancestry with an
Oathbow. Appendices This is probably going to be my shortest write-up of any of the sections in the book.
The appendices simply are: The traits are all of the capitalized keywords such as Strike used within the book.
The glossary is a good collection of phrases, terms, and things found within the book that may not be readily
known to every player. There are some rough edges as there are with any playtest document , but I figure
Paizo is wise enough to listen to the feedback sent to them and hopefully this series of articles to improve the
game. There is another question looming, however. If the shift were more subtle between the two, I could see
picking it up. However, everything will require major conversions to get from 1. There are tons of incremental
improvements and quite a few major changes in the playtest document, but none of them really blew my socks
off. There are some new concepts and ideas in here that I think I could shift back into a Pathfinder 1. Paizo put
out a solid effort here. There are some high points in the evolution and some low points as well. I think the
high drastically outweighs the low. Thanks to the Gnome Stew readers out there that stuck with me through
these very long articles!
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Distance Education Accrediting Commission, 17th Street NW, Suite , Washington, DC Page PART FOUR:
APPENDICES I. CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY It is in the best interest of the Distance Education Accrediting
Commission (DEAC) to be.
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Part Four - Appendices Moving right along. What is the secret for completing the Appendices Section of the Area Plan?
ANSWER There is no secret! The Appendices.
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